
Release Notes for 4/10/2018 WISEid/WISEstaff  

Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 156 & 157 2-Week Work Cycles) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid:  Upgraded the WISEid database server CPU 

capacity to avoid large district faults 

We upgraded the WISEid database 

server CPU capacity to increase 

performance, which will prevent large 

district faults. 

WISEid: Able to delete agency Local Person IDs 

without system timing out 

We improved the system, so DPI can 

delete agencies’ Local Person IDs by 

type without a timeout for large 

districts. 

WISEid: Hotfix-- Fixed change request job issues, 

fixed missing person edit validations, and removed 

corrupt records 

We fixed an issue where Change 

Requests were broken and generating 

multiple duplicate legal and other 

names.  Additionally, we blocked the 

entry of partial names by upload. 

WISEid: Hotfix-- Sample upload template file now 

accessible in production 

On the Upload pages the file templates 

were broken for Person Upload 

formats. Now the sample upload 

template file is accessible. 

WISEid: Able to update Parent Guardian Middle 

Name 

We enhanced the system, so for each 

WISEid if the person has parent 

guardians of the same type, the record 

can be updated by later uploads so 

long as First and Last Name match. This 

enables middle name to be added but 

ignored if not present in the upload. 

Also, we did a data cleanup so that any 

of the parent guardians of the same 

type with the same first and last name 

no longer exist.  If one name had 



middle name and the other didn’t, we 

kept the name with the middle name. 

WISEid: Modified significant Change Request 

Dependent Agencies 

Previously, agencies other than DPI 

were being added to significant 

birthdate, mother parent records, or 

suffix change, but this was fixed.  Only 

DPI should vote on these change 

requests to verify the change is not 

morphing one person into a new 

person record. 

WISEstaff: Hotfix--96-0891 no longer removing 

valid K4, KG, PK grades when it shouldn't 

In the Clear Non-required Data 

process, we were deleting for 

assignment 96-0891 for grades K4, KG, 

and PK when we shouldn’t.  We 

restored any data we had in previous 

uploads.  Any further data will need to 

be restored manually.  Logic to detect 

missing grades will be coming in the 

next release. 

WISEstaff: Hotfix--Resolved issue with Public 

Reports All Staff Report License Type Filter 

Download 

We had an issue in the Public All Staff 

Report where if you used a License 

Type filter when you went to 

Download the file, it wouldn’t 

generate. This has been resolved. 

WISEstaff: Hotfix--Sample contract and assignment 

upload template file now accessible in production 

We fixed an issue where the template 

files on the Staff Upload page were not 

generating correctly. 

 


